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EE Program
Transfer Students – Alternative Paths

- All transfer students in good status are expected to complete the program no longer than 6 semesters!
- Typically, students who have not taken ES 220 and must still complete their PHY courses, are expected to stay at SSU for 6 semesters (no short cuts!)
- Typically, student who have complete ES220/221 and all their physics courses can potentially finish in 5 semesters –
  - In order to finish the program in 5 semesters the transfer students must receive special permission to skip some pre-requisites.
  - Instruction permission is required for these students.
  - In such cases, transfer students may be considering taking approved online programing classes as their technical electives
- The basic idea behind this alternative plan for transfer student is to make sure they catch up with the roadmap
- **NEXT STEP:**
  - Share this with all other transfer students and make sure they are aware of this!
  - Post it online
FALL TRANSFER – OPTION 1
(LACKING ES220)

Notes: [*] Instruction Permission Required; [$] Online Elective;

FALL TRANSFER – OPTION 2
(LACKING ES230)

Notes: [*] Instruction Permission Required; [§] Online Elective;

FALL TRANSFER – OPTION 3

(Almost Optimal; 5 Semesters at SSU)

Notes: [*] Instruction Permission Required; [$] Online Elective;